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Thug-fucking 101 – A display of hard dominance
Krauser PUA | 15 August, 2012 | by krauserpua

Much is made of “alpha” within the manosphere. With it being a desired label for many men, both for the
ego and it’s  promises  of  access  to  unlimited  hot  girls,  there  are  competing  and often  self-serving
definitions. I’m not immune to this but I do find alot of misleading rubbish it written on the term. Here’s
some of it:

Alpha female. There is no such thing because women do not have a dominance hierarchy.
There is a mother hen who, in the absence of a willing male, will take upon herself the male
leadership role. There are strong independent women of the feminist wet dream but these
females are considerably less attractive than their  peers and utterly unable to command
attractive male followers. There’s also incredibly hot tier-1 women but that’s all they are –
hot women – they are not leaders who use that leadership to raise their sexual market value.
Alpha only applies to males.
Hero alpha. The squad leader who charges the machine gun nest and wins a Victoria Cross
is not necessarily alpha. He is a high-level beta who channels Warrior energy. For all his
stand-out bravery (which I don’t denigrate, it’s very admirable) he is following someone
else’s cause. That’s beta.
Ghetto alpha. The Rawness did a great post on the myth of the ghetto alpha (think of lesser
50 Cents or Kanye West type characters). He describes it better than me but the summary is
that they are mommies boys, products of fatherless homes, who grow into a testosterone-
fuelled cariacture of masculinity. That’s why accomplished men instinctively look down on
them and the girls they pull are trash.

Some non-alphas, yesterday
In the UK we have our own version of the ghetto alpha who is spawned by the suffocating welfare state,
ruined school system, and chav-farming of the socialist client state. They are found deep within social
housing estates, a product of three generations of unemployment. Most such men become withdrawn,
nervous husks but some are able to work their ecosystem well to impregnate many low class women and
foist child-rearing costs onto the honest taxpayer. Those of you with a passion for wading through the
scum of society needs only search for Jeremy Kyle on youtube. He’s a freak-wrangler of the highest
order. Here’s a clip where one such “alpha” makes an appearance. It’s an educational video. Watch for all
his flashes of hard dominance as the video progresses. I in no way suggest readers emulate this dickhead
but there’s a reason men like this score pussy. My commentary is below.

0:05 – The whole issue is he seems to be cheating on his girl and fathering children. Pre-selection,
abundance, untameable.
0:10 – unhurried arrogant  shuffle into the studio and unfazed by crowd. He’s already aggressively
pushing his frame out.
0:15 – WhiteKnight host immediately tries a frame grab and amog. Instinctive push-back and state
control, strong eye contact. He’s not letting WK pull him into the accusational moralistic frame.
0:24 – This is very aggressive amogging from the WK on his own turf, with a pre-heated waiting-to-be-
outraged lynch mob, and burly security. GA lets it roll off and doesn’t break. His frame is holding.
0:27 – Laconic sprawling body language and counter-challenge. He knows the host is trying to belittle
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him so he confronts it. He’s not conforming to the Polite Guest frame.
0:33 – He’s right. The host is giving him a dirty look. Can’t let it go unchallenged.
0:36 – That’s a pretty girl. Ostensibly way out of his class, and she’s tingling at this display of hard
dominance.
0:46 – At this point the chav has done nothing wrong and he hasn’t lost his rag.
1:15 – A take-away. He’s utterly unwilling to let his frame be broken. This is going to mess up the host’s
show. While the whole of the situation is designed to render him powerless, he knows the one this he has
is the ability to withhold drama from a drama-hungry audience.
1:40 – Finally,  he concedes some frame. Remember I’m not holding him up as a hero,  merely an
interesting example of a ghetto alpha.
1:50 – As an aside, who do you think is banging hotter and more plentiful young women, the chav or the
white knight? Actually it’s a tough call. Jeremy Kyle has done better than the average man with the
masculinised old woman he wifed up.

2:54 – Deny deny deny. No supplication.
4:28 – He’d rather spend money on aftershave than buy stuff for the baby. Deplorable….. self absorption.
4:50 – Notice he still hasn’t shifted out of his laconic, even-voiced, barely-moving state while everyone
around him gets agitated. Also notice how cowed the girl is, unwilling to join the witchunt against her
man.
6:06 – “Why are you going around having unprotected sex with women when you can’t even run you
own life effectively”. Of course the women have no responsibility for getting themselves pregnant. The
host doesn’t seem to realise he’s DHVing his guest.
7:44 – Predictable lack of outrage from the girl. She knows and her hindbrain doesn’t care. She’s using
this show to try to keep him, not push him away.
9:28 – He’s the proud father-to-be of two. Job done, go home. Frame remains intact.
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